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2017 EDITION IN NUMBERS

53,0% 28,0% 14,0% 5,0%
Research 
Supplier

Research
Buyers

Consulting and 
communication 

agencies, 
freelancers

Other 
(Press, Institutions, 

Associations, 
Universities)

MORE THAN 500 
PARTICIPANTS

In 2017 they chose to be a part of 
our team

Many of them already confirmed 
their participation for next edition!
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REASONS TO PARTICIPATE

To increase your visibility 
on the Italian market

To innovate and present 
case histories and best 

practices

To meet potential 
clients in Italy

The Assirm Marketing Research Forum is the only event in 
Italy that brings together all the stakeholders of the industry
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The fees listed above do not include the cost for the purchase of the sponsors' equipment and the eventual set-up of the stand and  they are net of VAT. 

1 Please note that the list can be purchased only in conjunction with one of the above-mentioned sponsorship packages and therefore not individually. Furthermore, the transfer  
 of the e-mail addresses of the participants is subject to the prior consent to the processing of data by data subjects pursuant to the privacy legislation. ASSIRM, therefore, is  
 not able to guarantee the provision of this service. 

It is now possible to choose from several sponsorship packages
or simply to buy the time slot for your speech

CHOOSE THE ASSIRM MARKETING RESEARCH FORUM 
FIND OUT HOW TO MAKE YOUR BUSINESS GROW
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SPEECH (25 min.)

STAND

LOGO

PARTICIPANTS LIST (without email)

VIDEO INTERVIEW the day of the event

Pre-event INTERVIEW on the website

GOODIES available at the CATERING 
point at an established moment

ASSIRM MEMBER

NON MEMBERS

PARTICIPANTS LIST 1 (with email)

MAIN
SPONSOR

6100 €

8100 €

BRAND
SPONSOR

2100 €

3100 €

700 €

COFFEE
BREAK

SPONSOR

1000 €

2000 €

700 €

LUNCH
TIME

SPONSOR

1700 €

2700 €

700 €

STAND
SPONSOR

4600 €

7100 €

700 €

SPEECH
SPONSOR
Morning

4600 €

7100 €

700 €

SPEECH
SPONSOR
Afternoon

4100 €

6600 €

700 €

SPEECH 
ONLY 

Morning

2600 €

4100 €

700 €

SPEECH 
ONLY

Afternoon

2100 €

3600 €

700 €



Accreditation and Welcome coffee  

Institutional Plenary Session 

1th PART/ SPEECHES by the Sponsors 

Coffee Break

2th PART/ SPEECHES by the Sponsors 

Light Lunch

3th PART/ SPEECHES by the Sponsors 

4th PART/ SPEECHES by the Sponsors

5th PART/ SPEECHES by the Sponsors 

8.30 - 9.15

9.15 - 10.15

10.30 - 11.30

11.30 - 12.00

12.00 - 13.00

13.00 - 14.30

14.30 - 15.30

15.45 - 16.15

16.15 - 17.15

The day will start with a plenary session followed by 
parallel sessions of speeches by the Sponsors.The 
different moments in the hall will be interspersed 
with coffee breaks and lunches to guarantee 
networking and meeting situations. 
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TENTATIVE TIMING
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SPEECHES
The Speeches will be distributed in parallel thematic sessions. You will have 25 minutes to talk to your audience. 

STAND
A customizable space in the area of   greatest turnout, adjacent to the main hall, in order to meet potential clients and present your 
company.

LOGO
Presence of the logo in the DEM mailings to the Assirm database; visibility throughout the pre and post event marketing campaign; 
visibility in connected online spaces dedicated to the event; presence on the folder and on the paper program and in general on 
all BTL materials of the event; promotional material inserted in the folder distributed at the event.

PARTICIPANTS LIST
The delivery of the list of participants of the companies actually attending the event (Name, Surname, Role and Company). You 
can also purchase the complete list of the email addresses of the people who have consented to the transmission of their data 
(service already included in the MAIN SPONSOR 2  package).

VIDEO INTERVIEW WITH THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SPONSOR COMPANY
It is carried out directly on site on the day of the event in collaboration with our Press Office and uploaded on the event website 
and the association's web channels.   

PRE-EVENT INTERVIEW ON THE WEBSITE
It is a written interview, in collaboration with the Press Office, in the weeks preceding the event and published directly on the 
dedicated website and on the association's web channels.

GOODIES AVAILABLE AT THE CATERING POINT AT AN ESTABLISHED MOMENT
Branded promotional material (by the Sponsor) made available at the catering point for the duration of the chosen moment.

2 The transfer of the e-mail addresses of the participants is subject to the prior consent to the processing of data by the interested parties, in accordance with the privacy  
 legislation.ASSIRM, therefore, is not able to guarantee the provision of this service. 

 The Sponsors will acquire the personal data of the participants as independent Holders who are responsible for the decisions regarding the purposes, methods of   
 treatment, the tools used, including the security profile.
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DISCOVER OUR DETAILED OFFER 
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Those who are interested in a Speech are invited to report on which topics they have decided to give their 
contribution by June 15 and follow the suggested guidelines.
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INNOVATION

 Insight Innovation
 New Tool And New Application In Consumer Insight
 Reinventing Research
 Innovation & Interpretation
 New Era For Qual
 Data collection best practices
 Neuromarketing

IMPACT ON BUSINESS
 Marketing To The Next Generation Of Consumers
 Maximising Business Outcome/Business Growth
 Data Visualization, Infographics And Storytelling

SHOPPER & RETAIL
 Consumer & Shopper insights
 Consumer/Customer Journey approaches
 In-Retail: What’s In Store?

ANALYTICS
 Big Data, Analytics
 Unstructured Data
 Predictors

MEDIA
 Measuring ADV in a digital and social world 
 and Future Tech In Media
 The Evolution Of Social Media Insight

VISUALS

 Less is more! Limit the amount of data. Your presentation should highlight the most important information of what you  
 want to outline.

 Multimedia presentations that incorporate images, movies and music are welcome, but let us know in advance which  
 software suit you will use.

 For greater clarity and in order to facilitate the reading in the hall by the audience, use background colors in contrast  
 with the text.

 Do not use Times New Roman or other characters that could make reading difficult. All numbers and writings should  
 have a similar font, Arial, for example, and use a size 24 (or equivalent).

 Leave margins of at least 1 cm to prevent the text from being hidden during the projection.

 Do not insert complex charts or tables unless they are intended solely as illustrations. Slides with thin charts or   
 complete tables of numbers are difficult to read well at a distance.

 Reduce the number of slides so that they are adequate to the time dedicated to your presentation and be sure to be able  
 to respect your time slot. In our case, for 25 minutes of intervention it would be good to present no more than 30 slides.

ENGAGING THE AUDIENCE

 Every title is a promise: make sure to keep yours!

 Reflect on your personal experiences; including errors and success histories. Honesty is always appreciated by those  
 who listen to you.

 Keep a natural style of presentation; interactivity helps make the presentation more informal and friendly. Reading a  
 text directly tends to bore the audience.

 Use props and demonstrations to keep alive and stimulate the interest of those present.

 Did you rehearse? All participants receive an evaluation form to comment on the interventions. So practice and make  
 it perfect!

GUIDELINES FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL SPEECH

SUBJECT MATTERS 
OF THE SPEECHES

Some suggestions to better structure your presentation
and keep the attention of your audience high
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www.assirm.it www.assirmforum.it

THE VISIBILITY THAT WE OFFER
THE TOOLS 
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DEM 3

3 Mailing of a dedicated communication to a database of more than 8.500 contacts (companies, creative agencies, digital marketing, communication, media centers and  
 research companies) prior to and after the event. 

Media Partnership

Social Media Content

SOCIAL MEDIA ASSIRM

Press Office

77



It should be noted that the priority for choosing the location of the 
Stand will be determined according to the order of membership of 
the sponsorship packages.

The speech slot will be decided only once the call for sponsorship 
is closed, by June 15th. In any case, it should be noted that in the 
acceptance of the Speech, priority will be given to the Main 
Sponsors and to the Speech Sponsors and then to the «Speech 
Only» participants, until the slots are exhausted.

The organization reserves the right to place the Speech, within the 
morning and afternoon slot, based on the thematic areas indicated 
above. 

ASSIRM Secretary's office
C.so Magenta, 85 | 20123 Milano
Tel 02 58315750 - Fax 02 58315727
www.assirm.it - info@assirm.it

Press office
Renew Communication
Corso Magenta, 85 | 20123 Milano
Tel. 02 83417669

Ilaria Perrozzi
info@renewcommunication.com

Angelo Brunello
Marianna Tremolada
assirm@renewcommunication.com

All requests must be sent to 
forum@assirmservizi.com

By June 15th 2018

PARTICIPATE!
SEND YOUR REQUEST
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ASSIRM therefore reserves the right to structure the event format 
(plenary session and speech distribution by thematic areas) based on 
organizational needs and the number of applications received. The 
Sponsors therefore accept, as of now, any changes that the Organizing 
Committee deems appropriate to carry out.
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